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BANK STREET COLLEGE - AN HISTORICAL NOTE

The model of education for children and adults developed, enacted
and disseminated by Bank Street College is based upon a consistent theoretical position which has been validated through more than 60 years of
experimentation and analysis in widely differing settings. This viewpoint
about learning and teaching can best be understood in the context of the
institution's development over more than half a century as an experimental action center for the improvement of th~ quality of education.
Know originally as the Bureau of Educational Experiments, Bank
Street was organized by a group of men and women of varying academic
and professional backgrounds who wished to further a cooperative study
of children in different environments. Beginning in 1916, the founders of
Bank Street (Lucy Sprague Mitchell and her colleagues) engaged in empir ical studies in New York City to explore how children learn and to identify
those patterns of interaction between adults and children which were most
conducive to children's growth and development. The staff of the bureau
consisted of a physician, a psychologist, a statistician, a social worker,
health workers, and teacher-scientists, who were supported by consultants
in many of the social sciences and by the deep interest and expertise of
Wesley Clair Mitchell, an economist and professor at Columbia University.
One aim of the Bureau's interdisciplinary staff was "To bring schools
and specialists dealing with various aspects of children into intimate working contact with one another." Today the College still develops programs
pragmatically and studies them systematically. The spirit of experimentation which imbued its founders is still the motivating force in a complex
of interrelated departments and field action projects, including : teacher
education, laboratory schools, publications, basic and action research, a
media unit and cooperative projects in schools throughout the United States
and many other countries.
In 1968, Bank Street College was invited, under the leadership of
Elizabeth Gilkeson and Gordon Klopf, to join in the creation of the Nati•onal Follow Through Program, an effor t intended to sustain and extend the
gains of Head Start for low income children. Bank Street's subsequent
role as a sponsor offered an opportunity to extend knowledge, develop new
tools for implementation and serve a diverse children population in many
distant sites. The materials in this present volume grew out of Bank
Street's efforts in this challenging program.
We thank the children, parents and staffs of all the communities in
which we served. They have taught us much.

Lorraine Smithberg
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ASSESSMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENTAL-INTERACTION APPROACH
Elizabeth Gilkeson
Lorraine Smithberg

-

The model of schooling for young children developed , enacted
and disseminated by Bank Street College , is based upon Bank Street's
consistent theoretical position with reference to Early Childhood
Education which has been validated through more than sixty years of
experimentation and analysis in w i dely differing settings. From the
blending of psychological concepts and humanistic philosophy
with the outcome of years of experimentation, there has emerged an
approach to ear ly childhood education which is known as The Developmental - Interaction Approach. This term , coined by Shapiro and Biber
(1972)* to describe Bank Street's theoretical position , is defined by
them in the following statement:

It is a basic tenet of the Developmental - Interaction
Approach that the growth of cognitive functions - acquiring and ordering information , judging , reasoning,
problem - solving , using syste·m s of symbols - -cannot be
separated from the growth of personal and interpersonal
processes- -the development of self- esteem and a sense
of identity , internalization of impulse control , capacity
for autonomous response and relatedness to other people.
The goals for children in the Developmental - Interaction Approach
may be expressed briefly in relation to the kind of people the children
can become - -confident, inventive , constructive , coping persons who
are autonomous and self- motivated as learners . Logically and
necessarily evaluation of progress toward this goal would have three
foci: 1) individual outcome for children in terms of the full range of
competencies and complex interactions of affect and cognition which
characterize such learners , 2) adult behavior in terms of the extent
to which adults elicit , reinforce , extend and support high level
cognition and affect in children's experiences , and 3) the processes
which take place in the classroom and in the total environment,
in terms of creating supportive and intellectual interchange
between children and adults , and also among children. Measures
nf these three foci constitute interlocking subsystems within the
total system of analysis and evaluation.

0
,:

Shapiro , Edna and Barbara Biber , "The Education of Young Children:
A Developmental - Interaction Approach,'' Teachers College Record,
September 1972 , Vol. 74 , No . 1.

-

-
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Assessment is an integral component of the DevelopmentalInteraction Approach, essential to all aspects of the program.
This is in keeping with Bank Street's concept of the teacher-scientist,
developed by its founder, Lucy Sprague Mitchell. The 11teacher
scientists 11 ever strive to increase their skills in analytic
observation of children and of their own interaction with them.
The quality of each child's educational experience is primarily
dependent upon the sensitivity, comp~tence and analytic skills
of the adults who are participating in the process.
Bank Street educators believe that adults . learn new and more
effective ways of carrying out their professional roles when they
internalize positive attitudes toward self-study, i.e. the analysis
of their own purposes and of the extent to which these purposes
have been translated into action, thus far. In order to achieve
this leap from goal to action through assessment , the following
criteria should be considered:
- Assessment must be ongoing
- The tools of analysis and observation must be learnable
and meaningful to teachers, parents and administrators
as well as to psychologists, social workers and parent
workers
- The information yielded must reveal strengths and
interests as well as needs
The information gained must give indications for immediate
intervention.
- Assessment must be interdisciplinary.
To assist all staff in analyzing children's learning along with the
quality of teaching, and the environment which supports and extends
that learning , a battery of instruments and diagnostic tools has
been developed as a Program Analysis System. These instruments
and tools are used by the teaching team to record their judgments
about childrens I skills, behavior, attitudes, and feelings and to
describe classroom organization and climate. The system includes
the following instruments :
l.

The Child as Learner
- -The Roster Profile
--The Individual Child Assessment Form
--The Reading Assessment Form
- -The SPA CHE Diagnostic Reading Test
--The Screening Test of Academic Readiness (STAR)
- -Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communication
in Education (BRACE)
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- - Oral Storytelling Task (ACOST)
--Discussion Task
- - Form for Anecdotal Records
- -The Diagnostic Curriculun1 Tasks
- - Demographic D~ta on Individual Children
2. Adult Behavior in Suppo r t of Learning
- - Portions of the Self - Study
- - The Teacher As s essment Form '
- -Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communication
in Education (BRA CE )
- -The Criteria Checklist
The use of those instrun1ents which focus on the child
sensitizes the teaching team to significant dimensions for evaluating
the child's learning and gives a picture of each child's competencies
and n e eds . As teaching teams use the various tools routinely,
they will inevitably deepen their understanding of their children both
individually and as a group , and hence will be able to build the kind of
flexible and creative curri c ulum that stimulates optimllm growth and
achievement. Through sys tematic use of the instruments, teachers
also become more aware of the ir interaction with the children and
of the major role they play in tre quality of the learning experiences
in the classroom. The specificity of the instruments helps them to
understand the types of interaction that are most appropriate to
support each child's development. For example, as the teaching
team uses the reading assessment form , they become increasingly
skillful observers who can discern the different learning styles,
interests , instructional needs, and degree of motivation of each
child, and thus can individualize the reading curriculum more effectively.
This analysis system is in contrast to the currently common
approach in which a single test score is taken as a measurement of the
child. The Bank Street system provides a wide range of information
about each child's skills, interests , styles and needs which can then be
integr~ted into a profile of each learner . In a Bank Street program, t e st
scores have only two uses: (1) as one piece of information used in a
comprehensive profile, and (2) in aggregate, as a measure of program
effects.
The following papers describe the more comprehensive components
of the Bank Street analysis system. In these components the teachi ng
team is supported by trained observers , interdisciplinary personnel,
and specialists in research and evaluation methodology. Several of
the instruments designed or selected by Bank Street are described
in some detail in this volume while others are merely listed.
The utilization of the instruments , particularly as they apply t o early
assessment for all entering children, is fully described, Information
about additional components which are not described here may be ob ta ined
by writing to the Bank Street Follow Through Program.

-
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During its twelve years of sponsorship, Bank Street College has
devised, with the participation of the able and committedstaffs in
many of our Follow Through sites, a methodology for the systematic assessment of the learning potential and needs of entering school
children. The title 11 School Entry Assessment 11 (SEA throughout)
has been arrived at with some care. Bank Street's approach is
based on the fundamental assumptions that:
-

there is no such thing as a non- learning child

-

much pre-school sere ening serves to label children
such an approach all too often creates categories which, in
effect, relieve the classroom teachers prematurely of the
responsibility for developing an adequate individual response.

School Entry Assessment is undertaken as a positive and dynamic process. It is not a screening out of those children who do not
fit the narrow traditional norms for schools uccess. This approach
rests squarely on the assumption that, no matter what the quality of
pre-school experience, entry to elementary school is a transition
of tremendous significance in the life of every child. It is an initiation to a world whose climate and expectations are quite different
from those of most pre-school settings. In addition, elementary
school represents a beginning point - - a transition in which the
centering of the child's learning life and energies move progressively out of the family circle and become a shared responsibility
with educators.
The Bank Street model emphasizes the significance of all transitions. All initiations must convey a message of chal1E:_nge. responsiveness and the potential for confirming success. A child is
always ready for some significant learning. Growth is an everwidening circle, not a ladd er with steps of increasing difficulty.
Given this understanding of the 11 spiral of learning 11 (Bruner, 1962),
SEA provides the framework for a concerned staff as they interpret
schooling to parents and challenge the child to new learnings.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

In applying the Developmental-Interaction Approach to the process of early assessment we are guided by these basic concepts:
-

learning for each child is an active, ongoing process of
construction. As children interact with tlie elements of thei r
physical, affective, intellectual, and social environments,
they construct models of the world in which they live.

-

these models consist of a set of ideas which organize and
give meaning to th~ children's experiences. The child ' s
constructs encompass his/her past experiences, present
integrated world-view, and future orientation.

-

this integrative process is vital to the attainment of many
vital competencies.

In this view, competence pertains not only to mastery of academic skills but also to "maturation and integration of manipulation,
loco·m otion, language; the building of cognitive ways and skilled
actions; and the growth of effective behavior in relation to other
people. "* The child's overall stance toward life emerges from the
nurturance or frustration of competencies, _and their specification
serves as a general guide for the enactment of any diagnostic/
intervention program.

I.

Goals of SEA
The goals of School Entry Assessment are:
-

to identify the strengths, prior learnings, competencies,
and current learning needs of each child

-

to bring into play, in systematic fashion, all available
knowledge , . gathered from every vantage point

-

to create an alliance between school and home

~" White, B. J. Human Infants: Experience and Psychological
Development. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
19.71.

-

-
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-

to provide support to t e ache r s a nd other team members as
they make planned interventions

-

to generate a comprehensive , systematic approach to
these needs .

At the heart of this process is the study of the child as a person with a known history - - a person in a context. Each child
approaches newness with a set of expectations based on prior
experience and a reliance on a learned repertoire of coping skills.
SEA serv es to identify this repe rtoire, to discover the child's
view of his /her world and to i dentify the child's expectations,
interests and needs. In the Develop·m ental - Interaction Approach,
early assessment provides a method for the sensitization of all
adults related to the child and his /her family as well as the basis
for ongoing planning.
This approach gives all team members a stake in the process .
The categorie s of observation are fairly well established in the
field. Virtually all published screening batteries tend to investigate similar cognitive/affective domains , e . g. linguistic processing, visual-motor coordination, auditory perception. SEA
translates these tools of the specialist into negotiable professional
cur r ency for all who are responsible for the child's education.
This is a ·m ethod of continuing analysis . It poses a set of
questions to be asked by all observers - - to be answered from the
perspective of each discipline . These questions are "naive" :
how
how
how
how
how

does
does
does
does
does

the
the
the
the
the

child
child
child
child
child

fe e l?
perceive?
organize experience?
communicate?
symbolize?

Each of these questions generates a series of more complex
questions related to psychodyn amic processes of maturation , selfimage , e go functioning and ling ui s ti c competencies . However ,
team communication and communication with parents is best served
if the discourse is conducted in a commonly shared language.
"Diagnosis" is permanently tentative . SEA relies on few test
scores and no I . Q . scores . This approach to team observation and
planning yields a differentiated profile.
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This approach includes the study of all entering children.
It is not intended to screen out the few handicapped children but to
screen in each child in such a way that the school enviromnent can
become immediately responsive. SEA will not yield the level of
clinical analysis required by the language of PL 94-142 (when in
fact the intent of that stat ute is translated into careful, reliable
diagnosis). For the minority of special needs children identified,
a more intense evaluation is usually indicated.
School systems employing SEA have found that this method:
1) provides a framework for staff development in relation
to assessment
2) demonstrates the potential of many well functioning
children
3)

develops a stable fram ework for early identification of
special needs

4) introduces a structure for planning for that large n u·m ber o f
children whose needs are not so easily recognized at entry
- - those who tend to fall b e hind cuniulatively.
Assessment is not perce ived as simply a battery of tests and
measures. It is a year - long continuous process in which each
team me·m ber and parent plays a part. This process is punctuated
by periodic sharing and review. The accompanying documents
suggest typical annual patterns for this assessment and structures
for the implementation of its various components .

II.

Design of SEA
In the prototype design we include :
- teacher observation
- a standardized test of academic readiness
- a projective measure
- an analysis of pre - reading competencies
- a language sample and oral stories
- a developmental history and health screen
- a parent conference .
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By mid-year this information is shared within the team and with
parents . New goals are set for each child and interventions are
restructured.
As the children become more fully related to the school en vironment it becomes possible for the team to identify those
children for whom a more careful diagnostic assessment is indi cated. At this point, the Jansky Diagnostic Battery is administered.
This Diagnostic Battery was adapted from the work of Dr. Katrina
de Hirsch and Dr. Jeannette Jansky . * This battery yields a more
precise profile of child performance in those areas that these
researchers identified as critical to later success in reading . On
the basis of this diagnostic information it is possible to plan quite
specific remedial intervention, to support referral for additional
services if needed, and to identify additional areas in which even
more careful information is necessary (for example , psychological, neurological , hearing or visual evaluations).

>!<

Jansky, Jeannette and Katrina de Hirsch.
Failure , New York: Harper &: Row , 1972 .

Preventing Reading
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A Prototype Design for School Entry Ass e ssment - A Year Long
Process

When

What

Who

How

First
two
w e eks

Initial Anecdotal
Observations

Teacher

Written

Follow-up of Initial
Anecdota l Observations

Teaching
T e ams

T ea ching teams t o con fer ,
r eviewing observatio n s,
in regard to curriculum
pla nning

Pr e limin ary School
Entry Assessment

Teacher

A dministered indivi dua lly

~<STAR

T e acher

Adminis tered in small
g roups, 4 maximum

T ea cher

Administe red individua lly.
T e acher and Staff D eve lope r conference with
psycholog ist o r guidan c e
counselor

R e ading Ass e ssment
Checklist
B e ginnings - 1st
Quarte r

T eac her
and appropriate t e am
m embers

Ass e ssed individually

L a nguage s a mple

T e acher

A dministe red individually

Follow-up of
B eginnings &
Language Sample

Teac her
and a ppro priate t eam
members

Teacher and a ppropriate
t eam members confer to
de velop individualized
programs.

4th to
7th
w e eks

HPTA
To be a dministe red
to spe cific children
when the teache r
has concern abo ut
how the c hild produced his /he r drawing on the STA R

8 th to
12th
w e eks

* The

Screening T e st of Academic R ea diness (STAR) was chos e n as being
v ery useful t o teachers as the y plan c urriculum. However, a school
system may choose another t e st to study e a ch child's a cademic r e adiness. It should be given at approximately the 4th to 7th we e ks in the school
y ear. Each child's proto c ol should b e studied ·andfiled in the child's folder.

-
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When

What

Who

How

12th to
18th
weeks

Interdisciplinary
Team Meetings

Interdisciplinary
Team

Team reviewing information and making
recommendations for
each child

Parent Conferences

Teacher
and appropriate team
members

Individual conferences
with parent

UP - DATE :
Reading Assessment
Checklist Beg innings - 2nd
Quarter
Language Sample to be given to chil dren who did not
respond the first
time on the
Language Sample

Teacher

Assessed individually

Teacher

Administered individually

HPTA - Second
Sample

Teacher

Administered individually

Follow-up of
Beginnings

Teacher
and appropriate team
members

Teacher and appropriate
team members confer to
develop indi vi dualiz e d
programs based on results.

Team Review of
every child
- Analysis of Updated information
- Recommendations
for Jansky
Screening

Inter dis ciplinary

Team reviewing information and making
recommendations for
each child

Parent conferences

Teacher
and appropriate team
members

Individual conferences
with parents

21st to
23rd
weeks

25th to
30th
weeks
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When

What

Who

How

30th to
34th
weeks

Jansky Diagnostic
Battery

Any t eam
member

Administered
individually

Reading Assess ment Form Beginnings - 3rd
Quarter
Follow-up of
Jansky Diagnostic
Battery and
Beginnings

Teache r

Assessed individually

Tea cher
a nd approriate team
members

Teacher and appropriate team members
confer, reviewing
information and making
recommendations for
each child

Interdisciplinary
Team

Team reviewing information and making
recommendations for
ea c h child

34th to
37th
weeks

Team Review of
Every Child
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III.

The Teaching Role

As assessment becomes ever more integral to the concern for
responsive educational enactment, it is apparent that the teaching
role takes on many meanings.
This role transcends the traditional functions of instruction.
The teacher gives instruction in the mechanics of learning, provides leadership in inquiry and problem solving , models acceptance of negative as well as positive feelings, and communicates
optimism and expectation of success. By this example and through
this interaction the child learns coping versus defending both in
relation to the world of work and to the world of feeling.
The cognitive and affective capacities w hich grow out of this
early developmental period are built as the child engages in a
dialogue with self, with things, with others. Not only skills but
also imagination and symbolization must be nurtured. Simultaneously, the cultivation of language allows for the enlargement of
meaning, the analysis of relationships and the formation of hypotheses .
It is in this spirit of dialogue that the teacher, in the Bank
Street model, engages the child's mind and feelings.
Since a significant proportion of the children enrolled in programs such as Follow Through are likely to be those who might fail
if remedial measures are not taken , Bank Street's approach to
assessment has led quite naturally to a study of various approaches
to intervention. Intervention is here defined as the presentation of
experiences , materials and opportunities for mastery which are
planned as teachers and supportive teams grow in understanding
of each child. Intervention is prescriptive in that it relies on
diagnostic indication. It is adaptive in that the child's responsiveness and mastery are clues to the next steps.
Thus, desirable responses are generally implied by the assess ment itself. That is, they follow from the nature of the questions
asked and the process for goal - setting which is structured. In this
context, interventions will rely on the child's strengths even as
they provide experiences corrective of weaknesses.
Remediation is but an instance of very good teaching. It is not
a separate set of teaching behaviors. The child we serve is often
cognitively and emotionally insecure. The learning world he/she
inhabits is usually not gratifying or challenging. Thus, the first
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step is to reduce the jeopardy associated with learning. Remediation then consists in dis c overing what the child wants to learn and
how he/she can best learn it , and additionally, in offering a planned
experience in the context of a relationship with an emotionally significant adult. Motivation can be fostere d only in an atmosphere of
nurturance. The child will learn as h e/she feels understood.
The Developmental-Intera ctio n A pproach po sits tha t the child
is constructing a model of the world. Thus, a n essential function
of schooling is to provide thos e experience s which contribute to
the construction of desirable models - - desirable in terms of cognitive and affective outcome s, desirable in terms of our goals for
socie ty as well as for each individual.
The teaching role is central since it is from this web of human
interactions that qualities of mind and spirit a re developed. As
the child evolves ever more stable constructs a nd gains new competencies to interpret expe rience, g overn behavior, and gain
personal satisfaction, each exp erience of the school day is of
importance.
The teaching goals are to h e l p the child to:
- investigate his /her perceptions of experience
- express ideas and feeling s
- clarify hypotheses
- s et learning goals
- symbolize in many modalities
- extend knowledge, skills and competencies.

CLASSROOM CONTEXT
For this continuous cycle of action, interaction, reflection and
dialogue to be fully effective there is a prerequisite: the day-byday classroom curriculum must be age-appropriate, relevant and
challenging. The Follow Through materials presented in Volume I
give a fuller description of the dynamics of such an enviromnent
for learning. The point we are making here is t h at interventions
can best be effected in a rich educational setting in which the child
is able to change, shape and create new relationships while also
being introduced to stable cognitive structures and opportunities
to practi ce emerging competencies.
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IV.

The Interdisciplinary Team

Creating an optimal e ducation atmosphere for young children
is a multifaceted task. Since each setting is different in relation
to staff availability it is useful to specify the functions to be ful filled, rather than to list conventionally delineated professional
roles defined in advance. Because many social and developmental
aspects are interrelate d as they bear on the education task, a
sound intervention approach must direct itself to areas which at
first may not seem directly related to education. This is the
rationale for the team approach.

TEAM RELATIONS
Functions to be fulfilled by team members (whatever the professional role designations) are as follows :
- the fostering of a positive relationship with the child's
family. In the course of building this relationship the
goals and processes of Follow Through are shared with
the family. Reciprocally, the team members gather a
developmental history and an understanding of the vital
factors which affe ct family functioning. This function can
be performed by a social worker, social work assistant
o r parent coordinator.
-

a review of the health history of the child. Educators
llnder stand the medical circumstances relating to the
development of a family's view of the resources of the
community in support of the health and dental needs of
each member of that family. This function can be
performed by a school nurse or health aide.

-

a scan of the educational repertoire that the child brings
to school with him/her. This is to include language,
thinking, socialization, motor development, and coping
style. This function can be shared by teachers, aides,
school administrators, staff developers and psychologists.
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CONFIDENTIALITY

In the course of a study of such depth it is likely that team members will encounter information related to social, developmental
and economic stress. It is known that these factors have some
bearing upon the l earning potential of adults and children. It is
necessary, therefore , to enunciate and clarify life events and
social circumstances. It will, however, require concern , leadership and discretion in order to protect the child and his family
and, also, to protect the professional team as it goes about its
pursuit of an understanding of the child and the family. It is our
view that the protection for all parties engaged in this delicate
process is assured by:
-

an open communication system between the parents and
the staff as to the objectives and methods of their inquiry

-

a role for parents in setting goals for the child

-

an early response to the needs that are identified.

TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES
School Entry Assessment rests upon multiple perceptions, not
simply upon test results or discrete bits of information. It is a
process that yields a portrait as well as periodic snapshots. Each
team member will be observing life processes from a parti.cular
vantage point. The unifying framework is that all address the
same questions and work toward the same objectives.
All assessment becomes intrinsically related to continuing
small steps that constitute the intervention approach that the staff
will live out with the child as an entering school child and which
the staff is committed to sustaining over a long period of time.
Assessment begun in the entering grade is the foundation for this
team approach throughout the primary grades.

In this process, there are various tasks assigned to the different members of the team. Teachers are responsible for ongoing
observations, the administration of standardized tests (in this
discussion we rely on the Standardized Test of Academic Readiness (STAR)) -- and appropriate planning in relation to its outcomes, the collection of the House, Tree, Person, Animal
drawing (HTPA) -- where technical support for this information
is available , the administration of the language sample, collection
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of oral stories, and the systematic use of the beginning section of the
Reading Assessment Checklist developed by Bank Street College.
Teachers share in developing appropriate curriculum responses
based on the information developed by themselves and other. team
members. Teachers also share in the commitment for dialogue
and reporti ng to parents.
The role of the teaching team in this effort is indeed a l arge
commitment. It is clear that School Entry Assessment is not to
be viewed as a task undertaken by teachers in addition to the
"regular" school work. It is our position, justified and rewarded
by l ong years of devel opment, that the work of the entering schoo l
year~ the assessment process itself. It is our finding that participation in this continuous process of assessment creates.a
large bond of communication, understanding and reciprocity between the teaching teams and the children. It has been our exp erience that the mobilization of the learning potential of every child
is guaranteed by the careful attention to the dynamics of all ini tiatory experiences .
The Health Services Staff is responsible for a review of the
child's early history with relation to health and dental questions,
a detailing of the medical records primarily for the school child
but, if available, for the total family. In addition, health services
staff conduct continuous monitoring of medical and dental services.
They make referrals and assist in the support and education of
parents as wise consumers of these services. Health services
staff participate with the total team in a process whereby devel opmental goals are shared, in whi ch the conti nui ty between home
and school is meaningful.
Psychological and guidance staff members are respons ible for
careful observation and diagnostic testing, conferencing with
teachers, parents and other team members, assessment of projective measures such as the HPTA and assistance to the total
team and parents as they develop an articul ated understanding of
the child as a learner.
Many dimensions of this assessment are, of course , traditional in the roles of school social workers, psychologists, guidance
counselors and nurses, teachers and pri ncipal s. Our par ticul ar
model extends these professional relationships by requiring continuous team interaction in a spirit that is non-clinical and in a
framework that is open to the participation of the family . The
child in school is the beginning and the center of this activity.
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Roles presented may vary from setting to setting but the' functions necessary to a basic education must be provided. In many
cases support from professionals , paraprofessionals, parents and
other volunteers has enabled the s chools to carry forth a qualitative
assessment program.

TEAM COORDINATION
It is essential that this study be formally organized and that
there be regular opportunities for synthesis. We have witnessed
the evolution of many different patterns of successful team designs
in a number of communities. By success we mean not only success in the accumulation of information but ultimately success in a
systematic way of asking questions which have usable and viable
consequences relevant to the day-to-day practice of all the related
disciplines.
The primary problem posed by the use of a multi-disciplinary
approach is that of coordinating the services provided. The psychologist, guidance counselor, nurse or social worker are often
seen as "specialists 11 functioning o utside the classroom. To the
degree that they are treated as specialists who handle special
problems, their effectiveness is minimized.

In Bank Street's SEA approach, the child is not "taken out 11 to
be studied. The arena for study is the classroom -- the living,
organic, naturalistic setting in which growth is observable, in
which sympathetic interventions can be enacted, in which change
is possible, in which the setting, the materials, the daily program
and the overall structure of the child's experience is by definition
responsive, supportive, accepting and challenging.
SEA has proved to be an effective vehicle for staff dev elopment. The effort of adults to understand the child's develo pmental process contains the potential for the development, in
turn, of new adult competencies. There is no magic; there is no
elusive, clinical insight owned only by one discipline.
The success of this demanding and complex team undertaking
is enhanced by the designation in every setting of a team leader.
A corollary principle is that anyone, any team member, can
initiate a team process. All information is relevant.
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SUMMARY
The primary aim of SEA is to help the teacher , parents and
other team members to discover the patterns of motivation of each
child. The sensory- motor, linguistic, psychodynamic and intellectual systems ar e i nte r depende n t . *
SEA aims to translate the t ool s o f the spe cialist into understandable terms for all who are r es ponsible for the child's educatio n. Most published screening batteries investigate similar areas
of concern, e.g . language proces s ing , visual-motor coordination,
auditory perception. However , communication among team mem bers and with parents is best served if the discussion is conducted
in a cmnmon lang u a g e .

*

Freud, Anna in Children with Learning Pr ob l e ms, Sapir,
and A . Nitzburg , e d s . New York : B r u n e r /Maze! , 1973 .
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PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH

School Entry Assessment

Initial Anecdotal Observation

As one of the first steps in the scree ning proce ss w e ar e asking
you to write a few brief p a rag raphs on e ach child in your class,
focusing on your first impr e ssions of him or h e r a s he or she
e nte r e d school. Plea se write thes e descriptive p a ragraphs on the
form provided.

If any children e nter your class later in the y ea r, ple ase write
the de scriptive parag raphs after completion of their second week in
the classroom.

Child's Name

------------

Tea c h e r's Name

Ag e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------- School -------------

How do e s the child inte ract wit h m a t e ria ls, children and/or a dults ?
Mate rials: Wha t and How?

Childre n: Who and How?

Adults : Who and How?

PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH

School Entry Assessment

Initial Anecdotal Observation
Child's Name

--------------

Teacher's Name

-------------

Age _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School

---------

Focusing on your first impressions as the child entered school,
in what ways does he or she work best?
. h er 1, 2 or 3 an d t h enc h ec k4 an d/ or 5 1.£ a pp1·1cabl e.
Ch ec k e1t
Groups in which Child Works Best: Initiates
4
3
2
1
WITH
WITH
ADULT
ALONE CHILDREN
Blocks

Painting
Housekeening
Story
Listening
Ga·m es : outdoor
and indoor
Sand
Table
Water
Table
Collage
Clay work
Dictation
Music
Crayons
Pencil activi ties, writing
Story
Telling
Looking at
Books
Large Motor
Activities
Cooking
Eating
Other Comments :

Persists
5

I

PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH

School Entry Assessment

Preliminary School Entry Assessment

Directions for administration of Preliminary School Entry Assessment

Visual Motor Coor clination
1.

Kaleidoscope Test -- to determine hand- e ye coordination -to indicate dominance.

Teacher and/or Staff Developer and child s it facing one another
they are centered. The distance between them is approximately
1-1/2 feet. This is a matter of judgment - - it is necessary to be
near enough for a natural exchange yet distant enough to ensur e that
teacher or observer gets a good view of child's spontaneous choice
of hand or eye.
Teacher says, "I 1 m going to hand you this kaleidoscope.
see many different pictures and shapes inside it. 11

You can

Teacher and/or Staff Developer hands c h ild the kaleidoscope.
The seeing end faces the child. Kaleidoscope is placed midway
between adult and c hild and a t mid- heig ht t o c hild.
Child reaches for the kaleidoscope and pla c es it t o h i s/her eye.
After the child has taken the kaleidoscope from you, ple ase enter
the hand and eye c hos e n by the child on the r e cord shee t.

2.

Body Imag e

Say to the child in a conversational tone, show me your ear,
knee, elbow, wrist, waist, shoulders. Indicate the child 1 s
responses on the record sheet. Make additional comments about
any unusual behavior and/or comments the child makes.

3.

Gross Motor Coordination
Hopping - - Walking a Line

Ask the child to hop on one foot. Count the number of hops.
When the child stops, ask him to hop on the other foot and count
the number of hops . This information is to be recorded on the
record sheet.

-
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Place a piece of masking tape 8 feet long on the floor . Ask the
child to walk on that line . Please note on the record sheet whether
this task is easy or difficult for the child and the quality of balance
the child exhibits.

4.

Child Interview
General Orientation

In a conversational manner , the interviewer elicits information
from each child, individually and separately , about the child's general
orientation and interests . This is not to be done in a small group
by having children take turns answering each question.
The questions to be asked of the child are listed on the record
sheet next to the space in which the child's responses are to be
recorded. If there is anything unusual about the child's behavior
during this task (distractibility , extreme reluctance to answer the
questions , anxiety , etc. ) please make a note of that in the section
marked "Comments on Behavior . "
In the case of Spanish - speaking children , arrangements will
have to be made so the interview can be conducted in that language
by bilingual personnel.

School Entry Assessment

PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH

49,
Preliminary School Entry Assessment

Child ' s Name

-----------School
----------------

Teacher

----------Aide
-------------

Comments on observed behavior
1.

Visual Motor Coordination
Kaleidoscope
Rie:ht Left
Hand choice
Eye choice

2.

Body Image
Child's
Resoonse
Show me your
ear
Show me your
knee
Show me your
wrist
Show me your
waist
Show me your
shoulders

3.

Gross Motor Coordination
Hopping
1st foot
(Child's choice)
Right L7 Left CJ
No. of hops -------1
Other foot
No . of hops -------1

-------------- ------------------------------------------Walking a line

r,l

School Entry Assessment

PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH

Preliminary School Entry Assessment

Child's Name

------------School
- ---------------

Aide

1.

What is your name?

2.

Where do you live?
The name of your
street?

3.

What is your telephone
number?

4.

When is your birthday?

5.

How old are you?

Administered
by:

- - - - - - ---

- - - - - - - ----

General Orientation
Questions

CHILD
INTERVIEW
Date
administered:

Teacher

Child's Reolv

6. How many people are
there in your family?
How old are they?

7.

Is it day or night?

8.

What day is today?

9.

Count these crayons .
(12 crayons)

COMMENTS ON CHILD'S BERA VIOR DURING INTER VIEW

Approaches
to
Assessment

ASSESSMENT
THROUGH
LANGUAGE

ASSESSMENT
THROUGH
LANGUAGE

THE PROGRAM ANALYSIS STAFF

I .

Project Follow Through
Bank Street College of Education
610 West 112th Street
New York, New York 10025
Phone : (212) 663 - 7200

ASSESSMENT THROUGH LANGUAGE
AN OVERVIEW
The Program Analysis Staff

I.

The Importance of Oral Language Skills

Language is the prime medium for the exchange of meaning in
all life situations. Language permeates life, and in the Developmental-Interaction Approach, it permeates the classroom. There
are daily discussions: children listen to and react to stories; and
there is extensive peer communication in such activities as block
building, art, science and dramatic expression. The teaching team
helps each child use language to express and fulfill his/her desires,
to formulate his/her questions and ideas, to exchange mep.ning with
others. Teachers emphasize the i deas the child expresses through
lan guage rather than the syntactic structures the child uses to express ideas. Thus, oral language is not only embedded in the curriculum but is also an essential aspect of the learning-teaching
process in the Follow Through classroom.
Verbal communication is an i:tp.portant medium through which 6,
7, 8 and 9 year olds make their thoughts, feelings and needs known
to adults and peers. Moreover, through verbal com·m unication,
children learn about the ideas, feelings and needs of others. Children use oral language not only to express but also to develop their
thoughts. In Developmental-Interaction classrooms, teachers
consciously use an ever-widening vocabulary and a more complex
organization of language in situations where the child can draw on
his /her experience to expand understanding. With new meanings
internalized, the child is able to make listening an active process
- - a process which involves not merely hearing words, but thinking,
comprehending and internally responding. In the DevelopmentalInteraction approach, each chil,d finds a supportive environment
which stimulates conversation with peers and adults, encourages
risk-taking in language production, and helps make speaking a
creative process rather than an imitative one.
A premise of the Developmental-Interaction approach is that the
stimulation of ideas and the reorganization of thinking takes place in
and through verbal interaction. The adult plays a significant role
in truly listening, in evidencing concern and genuine interest, in
supporting the child 1 s use of language to express the ideas and concepts with which he/ she is grappling. The teacher rs responsibility
is to stimulate children to think, to ask questions , to see relationships,
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TABLE I
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, TEACHER BEHAVIORS AND CHILDREN ' S LANGUAGE COMPETENCIES
Objectives x:elated . to
9'.'ogram gJals

Desired adult intervention for each
objective

Children's Language competencies
related to each objective

Growing ability to reason , to draw
conclusions from evi dence, to give
rationale for actions .

Extending , clarifying children's
comments; ask ing children to extend
and clarify their comments

Expression of logical thought

Investigation of what things are ,
how they function, and how they
relate

Providing opportunities for activities based on children ' s real
experience

Reporting accurately;
documenting
with experience ; suggesting next steps

Growing ability to formulate and
express original ideas and opinions

Providing opportunities for expressive activities

Expressing imaginative thought processes;
us ing an interesting vocabulary

Growing ability to build upon the
ideas of others

Providing opportunity for peer
communication

Extending , clarifying the ideas of
other children

Understanding and increasing use
of problem- solving skills

Defining situations calmly and raCoping with stress situations effectively
tionally as the method of controlling and mediating them through language
behavior
where appropriate

Growing ability to communicate
orally

Responding to children ' s communication with acceptance, encouragement ,
extendsion and clarification

Self- initiating communication and
communicating frequently

Progressively more complex , meaningful and sophisticated use of
l anguage

Eliciting logic and imagination in
open- ended questions ; presenting
thought- provoking material

Expressing logic and imagination;
making highly elaborated comments

Communicating about feelings

Encouraging and listening with under- Expressing and responding to feelings
standing and sympathy
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and try to solve problems. Teacher and children become involved
in an open interchange of opinions and differences, a sharing of
actual experiences, and a broadening of language and thinking.
Thus , oral language, both listening and speaking, plays a central
role in intellectual development a s children find new answers and,
as a result, are able to clarify and redefine their knowledge and
thinking .
Language skills in speaking and listening are also essential as
foundations for reading and writing . Gradually, within the school
environment, the child moves through oral language to a greater
understanding that written symbols represent words, that one
gets meaning from various combinations of these written symbols,
and that it is possible to record personal ideas and feelings through
writing. Children have already been learning to symbolize in
many ways . To drawing and painting , block-building, clay-modeling,
dramatic play and other expressive media, children add writing as
one more and perhaps the most advanced symbolizing process. With
a growing awareness of written words , children become ready t_o
be ''readers . 11 Traditionally , schools have emphasized literacy-competence in comprehending and producing written language.
In contrast the Developmental-Interaction Approach emphasizes the
more fundamental skills of oral language. Children learn to find
pleasure and satisfaction in conrmunicating through oral language,
and this motivation spurs the development of literacy. Children
become proficient at learning through talking so that they transfer
these oral skills to learning through reading and writing .
Because of the central importance of oral language in a Bank
Street Follow Through classroom, the program has developed
procedures and instruments for recording and subsequently examin ing children's language and the ideas they express. This anal ysis
system identifies children's language and thinking competencies in
a variety of situations and also assesses the adult ' s strategies in
eliciting and extending the expr ession of the child's own ideas . The
analysis system is designed to examine the r elationships described
in Table I . Ongoing, systematic assessment serves
(1) to increase teachers' awareness and understanding of
individual children's strengths and weaknesses in the
language area,
(2) to sensitize teachers to their own strategies for eliciting and
extending children's language and thinking, and
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(3) to help teachers assess communication patterns and the
characteristics of the learning environment in their classrooms.
II.

A
W

Instruments for Assessing Language

Si n c e a major emphasis is pla~ed on the assessment of the meaning
a nd funct ional aspects of children's language for purposes of communicat ion in s ettings conducive to sharing experiences, thoughts and
feelings, three different instruments have been developed . * There
a r e different systems of analysis for each of the three instruments,
but essentially they are concerned with the same overall dimensions
of language competence and cognitive development. The dimensions
for the analysis of children's languag e and thinking are:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Language Competence
Logical Reasoning
Iniagination, Abstract Thinking, Opi n ions
Drama and Characterization
Basic Information
Clarity
Respons iveness, Cooperation, Social Skills
Self-Confidence
Subjective, Personal, Affective Input
Involvement, Interest

These dimensions are related to the ultimate and overriding
goals for child development in the Bank Street Approach.
The three assessment instruments are briefly described in this secti on.
Further information and training materials for administering and us ing
these instruments can be obtained from the Bank Street Follow Through
Program.
(1) Analysis of Children's Oral Storytelling Task (A COST)
The oral storytelling task is a prescribed procedure i n which an adu l t
administers the task to an individual child. in a place appropriate for
audiotaping. -Initially the child is asked to complete two so-called
" story starts." Each story start sets up a complication or problem
which the child has a chance to resolve. Followi ng this, the child i s
asked to tell two original stories. After each story, the c h il d lis t e n s
to a playback of the tape while the adult codes the child' s behavior dur ing

>~Analysis of Children's Oral Storytelling Task (A COST)
The Discussion Task
Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communication in Educat ion - B RA C E

-
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the previous storytelling. Intervention by the adult is miminal so
as to secure a continuous flow of the child's own language and thinking . More specifically, the role of the adult who elicits the stories
is to encourage and support the child w i thout imposing ideas , values
or notions of story stru cture on the child.
Coding variables examine clarity, complexity, imagination,
logical reasoning, elaboration and fluency as well as the child's
"' confidence, comfort, and involvement in storytelling.
(2) The Discussion Task

The Discussion Task , like the Oral Storytelling Task, occurs
in a structured situation, distinct from the child's normal day.
Discussion as a teaching strategy permeates the normal day but
discussion as assessment is separate and structured to provide
comparable situations for studying individual children. In the
Discussion Task, an adult and two children talk about a drawing
for half an hour. Later they talk about a second drawing. The
adult's role in the Discussion Task is to respond and extend rather
than to initiate. The main function of the adult in the discussion is
to support and create opportunities for the child to see relationships and to weave his/her own images and experiences into what
is known and shared. Both discussions are recorded, transcribed,
and then analyzed. The analysis system focuses on assessing the
capacities and qualities of thought, the integration of experiences,
and the generation of ideas in the course of the discussion. The
focus of the Discussion Task analysis system is to describe different
ways children organize their thinking : i . e. different emphases,
patterns and approaches. The intent of the Discussion Task is to
capture the diversity and versatility of the children's thinking.
Diversity in this context refers to how thinking differs from one
child to another, and versatility refers to how much latitude there
is in the thinking expressed by any one child in a discussion.
A preliminary analysis system for studying the impact of
teacher/ child and child/ child interaction upon the child's expression
of ideas and feelings is available , and a more comprehensive
system is under development.
(3) Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communication in
Education - BRACE
BRACE {Behavior Ratings and Analysis of Communication in
Education) is an instrument for systematic observation and analysis
of child/adult, child/ child and adult/adult interaction in educational
settings . The instrument includes three aspects of observation and
analysis: {l) verbal communication; (2) non-verbal behavior; and
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(3) the characteristics of the settings in which children and adults
interact.
With respect to verbal communication, the instrument records
each unit of thought expressed by the subject who is being observed,
in terms of its flow (to whom the remark is addressed), the mode
(how it is said), and the substance (what is said). With respect to
non-verbal behavior, the instrument records such factors as the
subject's degree of warmth, friendliness vs. hostility, coping or
failing to cope with stress situations, and the extent of child involvement in the task at hand.
With respect to the characteristics of the settings, the instrument
records such factors as group size, the adult role, the child role,
and the form, content, base 1 nature· and choice of activity.
The correlation of verbal ·communication, non-verbal behavior,
a nd the learning environment within each time span observed,
provides a multi-dimensional picture of the subject in interaction
with others and with the environment.

III.

Design of the Three Instruments

Many factors were taken into account in designing the language
assessment system. A primary objective was to structure situations
in which the child's productive language rather than his/her receptive
language could be measured. Based on the goals of the program, the
variables of the analysis system were chosen to measure the child's
abilities in communicating the meaning of his/her ideas and feelings.
Factors that were important in designing the language assessment
system are described below :
(1) The structure of the task is open, so the children do not
perceive the activity as a test or threatening experience. As in
Piagetian tasks, each child is able to respond in some way that
seems adequate at his/her stage of development. The Piagetian
task is, to some extent, structured by the child, and each child can
feel that he/she has succeeded in the task. Similarly, Bank Street
Follow Through's language tasks were developed as situations which
would allow for the examination of a child's use of language to
express thinking and feeling, rather than to determine whether
particular characteristics of language structure have been mastered.

-
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(2) The assessment context is consonant with the child's classroom experience. It was felt that a task situation which held the
child's security and involvement as primary features would be most
appropriate for eliciting the criterion behaviors of interest in the
Developmental-Interaction approach. Courtney Cazden':< describes
this type of task as a " concentrated encounter" and recommends it
as especially appropriate for studying language skills because "the
situational influences on speech are so powerful that it is difficult
if not impossible to get a young child to transfer language skills he
has demonstrated in a natural situation to some more contrived
situation. "
(3) Assessment of adult/ child i nteracti on is a major focus of
the analysis. Analysis of adult/ child interaction in curriculumrelevant situations is essential to staff development as well as to
program deve lopment. Becoming involv ed in a self-analytic process based on objective data enables teachers to become more
conscious of the quality of their interaction with chi_ldren, and
stimulates them to strengthen their teaching skills and strategies.
Although children learn from each other, they need adult
intervention if they are to expand their vocabulary, use more
complex language syntax , and express their thoughts and feelings
more effectively. Adult intervention includes not only serving as
models but also responding to and stimulating children's ideas.
Hence, although the immediate goal of a comprehensive analysis system is to deepen understanding of the language competenci es
of individual children, the ultimate goal is to develop a more analytic approach to the learning-teaching process .
(4) The assessment system includes a variety of settings. By
using a variety of situations for studying language, a broader range
of type of language use can be studied. For example, an interactive
situation offers an opportunity to measure the extent of unsolicited
comments and questions by children - - an indication of autonomy,
confidence and motivation which are important goals in a Developmental-Interaction approach. On the other hand, there are aspects
of language functioning which are equally goal-related but which
can be studied only in a non-interactive situation, such as the

~~:: Caz den, C. B ., Concentrated vs. Contrived Encounters: Suggestions
for Language Assessment in Early Childhood Education. Paper
prepared for Seminar on Language and Learning in Early Childhood,
Social Science Research Council , Scottish Council for Research in
Education , Leeds University Institute of Education, January 8-9,

1974.
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child's ability to organize and develop ideas without adult intervention. Hence a variety of situations is necessary to capture all
the facets of productive language that are crucial in child development.
By comparing children's language performance across tasks,
the consistency of the child's language use can be studied. Patterns
of communication for a given child which are either consistent or
inconsistent across tasks can serve to generate hypotheses about
that child's particular strengths and weaknesses in language functioning. Consistent patterns would confirm and reinforce findings,
while inconsistent patterns would suggest areas for further study
and experimentation in order to determine the cause of the discrepancy. The more knowledgeable an adult becomes about a
particular child, the better he/ she can individualize the curriculum
to develop the child's potential to the utmost. Aggregate scores
across tasks for a sample of children from a given classroom,
school or program may yield important insights about the relationship of children's language to characteristics of the learning environment. This assessment may reveal the need for restructuring
the program on behalf of children's language development.

IV.

Conclusion

The use of multiple language measures in combination does provide credible evidence about the ability of children and their overall
functioning in the classroom. Detailed analysis of the child's language production in contrast to his/her class group challenges the
teacher to rethink some aspects of the child's curriculum. Teachers
who come into Bank Street sponsored programs often find it fairly
easy to learn organizational skills involved in individualizing cur.riculum, such as setting up interest centers, making materials available to the children, giving them a way of indicating choices of
activities, and helping them work independently and move from one
activity to another. However, it frequently takes a far longer time
for teachers to learn how to assess children's expressive and thinking skills. Until they are able to do this, they cannot put the more
easily developed classroom organization skills to maximum use.
In accordance with the Developmental-Interaction approach, assessment is viewed as a dynamic process in which observation and
analysis guide program development. The ultimate goals are to
develop through feedback the 11 teacher-scientist 11 and thus to bring
about basic changes in the schooling of young children.
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I.

Goals and Objectives

An overall, long-term goal of the P. S . 243 Follow Through
program, based on the Developmental-Interaction Approach of
Bank Street College , is to furthe r the intellectual development of
children. An important object ive leading to the attainment of this
goal is to help children become fluent readers . The reading pro gram at P . S . 243 is one aspect of an individualized language program that emphasizes the development of speaking , listening and
writing as well as reading . Both oral and written language are
used extensively in the exploration of social studies themes that
comprise the curriculum in the primary grades. In this language
experience approach to reading , interest and comprehension are
emphasized. It is hypothesized that these emphases will enable
each child to become a motivated and independent reader.
The students at P . S . 243 represent a group that is different
from the population as a whole in two important ways . First, the
average family income is substantially below the national average,
ranging from $4 , 000 to $6 , 000 , less overtime. Secondly, the
children attending P . S. 243 consist of approximately 95% Black
and 5% other ethnic representation. These figures are in strong
contrast to the national population which is ll% Black , 85% White
and 4% other. The large proportion of ethnic minority children
from poor families attending P . S . 243 reflects an enduring
characteristic of the population which is served by the P . S . 243
Bank Street Follow Through Program.
The National Follow Through Program originated in 1967
because children from poor families , especially those of ethnic
minorities , were generally not successful in school , dropped out
very early, or were disproportionately represented in the lowest
percentiles on standardized test s . According to Section 4 . 7(a)(2)
of the General Education Provisions Act, the expectation for these
children's achievement on standardized tests is that they will be
one full year behind their middle class counterparts by the end of
third grade.

'
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In the New York City school district in which P. S. 243 is
located, reading failure is a widespread and serious problem.
Because of this, the school has chosen to stress the following two
objectives in their reading program:

Objective 1: To prevent reading failure in the P. S. 243
Follow Through program
Objective 2: To develop reading competencies that will
promote continued growth in reading beyond the third
grade, the final grade in the Follow Through program.
These objectives are in keeping with the stated purposes of the
National Follow Through Program.
Using scores from standardized tests, the program has accumulated evidence that these major objectives are being met. Analyses
of these scores are presented later in this paper.

II.

Evaluation Methods

Current methods of program evaluation are of deep concern to
many researchers and educators. The use of standardized test
results as the sole measure of program effectiveness is rejected
by many as placing undue emphasis on test-taking skills. Bank
Street Follow Through shares this point of view and is therefore
involved in refining alternative methods that allow children to
demonstrate their competencies under more natural conditions.
In the Bank Street Follow Througµ program, evaluation also
includes systematic classroom observation, analysis of children's
oral language, and checklists to document skills children demonstrate during the school day. Bank Street uses each of these
strategies to strengthen and enhance the others in a comprehensive
and multifaceted approach to program analysis.

III.

Collecting Test Scores

Bank Street Follow Through, working with P . S. 243, uses
standardized test scores to assess aggregate student outcomes as
one way of evaluating program effectiveness. Since the amount of
testing conducted in the school to meet the requirements of federal,
state and local educational programs already appeared to be excessive when Follow Through began, Bank Street chose to use reading
test scores available from the end - of-year annual achievement
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testing program administered by the New York City Office of Educational Evaluation. Table I identifies the tests used from 19721979. Each spring, the tests are given by the classroom teachers
acting under the supervision of Board of Education staff. After
the tests are scored, results are collected and analyzed by members of the Bank Street Follow Through program analysis staff.

IV.

Choosing the Sample

In this report, data are presented from the end-of- year testing
at second, third, fourth , fifth, and sixth grades for seven succes sive groups of children enrolled in the P. S. 243 Bank Street Follow
Through program during the years 1970 - 1979. These longitudinal
samples include only those students who entered the program in
kindergarten or first grade and remained through the grade tested.
Each sample group has been given a cohort number for identification and reference purposes. The cohorts are munbered II- VIII.
The number of students in each cohort is shown in Table II. (Data
from Cohorts O and I are not reported here because the program
was under development during those years . )

V.

Analyzing the Scores

Grade equivalent scores for the total reading test were recorded for each child in each of the cohorts at each grade level (second
through sixth grade). These grade equivalent scores were then
compared with those of the national norm group for the end of each
school year for grades two through six to provide answers to two
important questions :
Question l : How does the perce ntage of Bank Street Follow
Through students with reading achievement levels one year
or more below grade level compare with that percentage of
the national norm group for grades two through six?
Question 2 : Are the achieve·m ent levels in reading attained
by P . S . 243 Bank Street Follow Through students at the end
of grades two through six similar to the national norms at
these grade levels?

In these analyses , the national norm group is used as a stringent
external criterion to judge the effectiveness of the Follow Through
program. On the basis of the children's family backgrounds and
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Table I
Achievement Tests Used in New York City Evaluation from

1973 - 1979

Date of
Testing

Name of Test

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT)
Metropolitan Achievement Test (MA. T)
Stanford Achievement Test (SAT)
Stanford Achievement Test (SAT)
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
California Achievement Test (CAT)
California Achievement Test (CAT)

Edition

Form

1971
1971
1973
1973
1974
1977
1977

F
F
C
D

s
C
C

Table II
Sample Sizes for Grades 2-6, P. S. 243 - Bank Street Follow Through
Students in Cohorts II - VIII (1973 - 1979)

Grade

II

III

COHORTS
IV
*V

VI

VII

2

1973 104

1974 93

1975 80

1976 58

1977 96

1978 82

3

1974 66

1975 70

1976 69

1977 44

1978 82

1979 68

4

1975 62

1976 66

1977 55

1978 37

1979 74

5

1976

69

1977 56

1978 47

1979 28

6

1977

58

1978 54

1979 43

VIII

1979 97

school entry characteristics, they would be expected to perform
substantially below the national norm groups. If the Follow Through
program is effective, however, these children's performances on
standardized tests should approximate the national norm group.

VI.

Evidence of Success

To answer Question 1, reading failure rates* of Follow Through
students were compared with the rates in the national norm samples.
Rates of reading failure for the P. S. 243 Follow Through program for
Cohorts II through VIII and for the national norm groups for grades

* Data were not retrieved for one class, altering the sample size of
Cohort V somewhat
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two through six are presented in Table III. In all of the comparisons in grades 2 and 3 , the rate of reading failure in the Follow
Through groups is lower than the rate of reading failure in the
national norm group. Follow Through' s goal of eradicating achievement differences related to socio - economic background has
been realized in the program at P . S. 243 . Since the percentage of
children in the P . S. 243 Follow Throug h cohorts falling one or more
years below grade level at grades two and three is uniforml y lower
than the expected percentage for the national norm group, there is
convincing evidence that the program prevents reading failure .
Comparisons for grades four through six indicate that preven tion o f reading failure continues beyond the Follow Through program.
In nine of the twelve comparisons for fourth through sixth grade , the
percentage of reading failure is lower than or equal to the percentage
of failure in the national norm group.
To answer Question 2 , the mean grade equivalent scores in total
reading for the P . S . 243 Follow Through students were compared
with the national norms . Table IV shows that Follow Through
averages are consistently at or above the national norms in grades
two and three across seven cohorts . This is evidence of a very
stable program effect for reading competency.
In the higher grades , grades four through six , former Follow
Throl1gh children also generally score at or above the national
average . This finding supports the conclusion that reading competencies acquired during Follow Through years enable children to
develop more complex skills needed in the upper elementary grades .
VII.

Sum.mary

In summary , results show that despite predictions of failure
based on the socio-economic status of its population , the P . S . 243
Bank Street Follow Through program has : 1) prevented reading
failure and 2) helped students to achieve reading competency.
Moreover , these program effects are evident throughout the upper
elementary grades , after the students have left the Follow Through
program. Thus the objectives of preventing reading fai l ure and
promoting competency throughout the elementary years, both
during and after Follow Through, have been attained through successful program intervention.

~:, Reading failure is here defined as one or more years below
grade level .

-
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Table III
Evidence of Prevention of Reading Failure

The upper percent in each comparison is the reading failure rate in the
P. S. 243 Follow Through program , and the lower percent is the reading
failure rate in the national norm group for the test given that year.
,solid squares are used to identify comparisons in which Follow Through's
failure rate is less than or equal to the failure rate in the norm group.

Year
and
Test

Grade
Second

Third

Fifth

Fourth

Sixth

1972-73
MAT
1973-74
MAT
1974-75
SAT

1975-76
SAT

1976- 77
CTBS
Cohort II

1977-78
CAT

1978-79
CAT

Cohort
VII

FT%
Norm%

Cohort

VI

falling one or more years below grade level
falling one or more years below grade level
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Table IV
Evidence of Sustained Competency in Reading Through the Presentation
of Mean Grade Equivalents for the P. S . 243 Bank Street Follow Through
Students (Cohorts II - VIII, 1973-1979) in Comparison With National Norm
Groups

Expected Achievement
from Norm Groups ,:,
Year
and
Test

Second
2.7 2. 9

Third
3 . 73. 9

Fourth
4. 74. 9

Fifth
5. 75. 9

1972-73
MAT

Sixth
6 . 76. 9

. ·'

1973-74
MAT
1974- 75
SAT
1975-76
SAT
1976-77
CTBS

Cohort II

1977-78
CAT

Cohort III

1978-79
CAT

Cohort IV
Cohort
VI

Key:

FT
Grade
Equiv.

,:, Grade equivalent scores for various tests:
MAT 2. 7 , 3. 7 , 4 . 7 , 5. 7
SAT 2 • 8 , 3 • 8 , 4. 8 , 5 • 8

CTBS 2. 7, 3. 7, 4 . 7, 5. 7
CAT 2.9, 3.9, 4.9, 5.9

",·

